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Few models exist for studying neuroendocrine tumors (NETs), and there are mounting
concerns that the currently available array of cell lines is not representative of NET biology.
The lack of stable patient-derived NET xenograft models further limits the scientific
community’s ability to make conclusions about NETs and their response to therapy in
patients. To address these limitations, we propose the use of an ex vivo 3D flow-perfusion
bioreactor system for culturing and studying patient-derived NET surrogates. Herein, we
demonstrate the utility of the bioreactor system for culturing NET surrogates and provide
methods for evaluating the efficacy of therapeutic agents on human NET cell line xenograft
constructs and patient-derived NET surrogates. We also demonstrate that patient-derived
NET tissues can be propagated using the bioreactor system and investigate the near-
infrared (NIR) dye IR-783 for its use in monitoring their status within the bioreactor. The
results indicate that the bioreactor system and similar 3D culture models may be valuable
tools for culturing patient-derived NETs and monitoring their response to therapy ex vivo.

Keywords: neuroendocrine tumor, bioreactor 3D culture, biomedical engineering (BME), tumor surrogates,
tumor modeling
1 INTRODUCTION

Neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) are heterogeneous neoplasms originating in diverse anatomical
locations, including the lungs, liver, intestines, and adrenal glands. NETs constitute over 2% of
malignancies, and their incidence and prevalence is steadily increasing (1). For example,
gastroenteropancreatic NETs (GEP-NETs) recently became the second most prevalent
gastrointestinal (GI) malignancy after colorectal cancer (2, 3). Their variable presentations and
relative rarity, at a yearly incidence of 6.8 cases per 100,000 people, can complicate diagnosis (2).
Aberrant bioactive substance secretion by NETs can cause debilitating symptoms such as diarrhea,
flushing, cardiac valvular lesions, and metabolic abnormalities (4). However, most NETs are
asymptomatic prior to the development of metastases, which are present at diagnosis in 58% of
patients (5). Widespread metastasis at presentation often make complete resections impossible,
necessitating systemic therapy (6).
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Effective systemic therapies for NETs remain scant, as the slow
growth of well-differentiated NETs in particular limits the efficacy
of cytotoxic chemotherapy (7). Additionally, the few systemic
therapies proven clinically useful, including somatostatin
analogues, everolimus, sunitinib, and Peptide Receptor
Radionuclide Therapy (PRRT), can have widely variable
response rates and debilitating side effects (8–13). Development
of effective systemic therapies is hampered by the deficiency in
tools for studying NETs. Few publicly available human-derived
NET cell lines exist, and establishing patient-derived xenografts
(PDX) has proven difficult, yielding success rates as low as 1/106
in a recent study (14, 15). This lack of models has similarly affected
the ability of researchers to study various unsolved aspects of NET
biology. Among these are the role of the complex tumor immune
microenvironment and the effects of various genomic alterations
on the behavior and progression of NETs (16–19).

To overcome these limitations and the lack of tissue-similar
NETmodels, we propose the employment of a 3D flow-perfusion
bioreactor system (Figure 1), previously characterized as a model
system of breast and lung cancer, as an ex vivo model for
studying NET biology and therapeutics (20, 21). The model
consists of a 3D polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) scaffold housing a
homogenous mixture of tumor cells and extracellular matrix
(ECM), which is constantly perfused with nutrient media.
Herein, patient-derived bioreactor specimens are termed tumor
surrogates, while cell-line/xenograft derived specimens are
termed tumor constructs. The design considered the observations
that mechanical and paracrine interactions with adjacent
cells, ECM properties, and 3D structure can influence the
phenotype and therapeutic response of cells in culture (22–25).
These interactions may explain why many therapeutics with
promising efficacies in preclinical 2D models are often less
effective in 3D systems (20). The bioreactor system aims to
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recapitulate an environment similar to that of NETs in vivo by
conserving the tumor’s stromal constituents, providing a 3D
matrix for cellular organization, and incorporating constant
nutrient flow. Therein, the model aims to serve as a more
physiologically relevant tool for studying NETs than traditional
culture methods and other 3D systems. Herein, we demonstrate
the utility of this bioreactor system for evaluating the growth of
NET surrogates generated from gastroenteropancreatic, thyroid,
and bronchopulmonary NETs, validate multiple methods of
monitoring tumor surrogate status, and provide methods for
evaluating the efficacy of therapeutics on NET surrogates.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Cell Lines and Cell Culture
The study of gastroenteropancreatic, thyroid, and bronchopulmonary
NETs suffers from a shared lack of cell line models upon which to
conduct experiments. To demonstrate the utility of the bioreactor
for culturing NETs of distinct tissue origin, cell lines representing
each of these three types were used in this study. Furthermore,
the lines used herein were selected for their public accessibility,
widespread use as models in preclinical studies of NETs, and the
robustness of their molecular characterization in the literature.
Tumor constructs of medullary thyroid cancer (MTC) were
generated using both wild-type (WT) and transgenic TT and
MZ-CRC-1 cells. Transgenic MTC lines included TT and MZ-
CRC-1 cells stably transfected with luciferase (TT-Luc, MZ-Luc),
and TT cells stably transfected with red fluorescent protein (TT-
RFP). GEP-NET constructs were generated using WT and
transgenic BON-1 and QGP cells (human pancreatic NET cell
lines). Transgenic BON-1 cells were stably transfected with
luciferase (BON-Luc). Bronchopulmonary NET constructs were
A B

DC

FIGURE 1 | Bioreactor design. (A) Schematic depicting a cross-section of the tumor matrix volume, containing cells within an extracellular matrix (light pink) pierced
by five perfusion channels. Flow of media through these channels is indicated by arrows. The composition of the surrogate ECM includes Matrigel, collagen (type 1
bovine), DMEM, sodium bicarbonate, cancer cells, and stroma. (B) Side view schematic of the bioreactor with cells in culture, showing coverslips on the top and
bottom surfaces, which allow for non-invasive imaging during culture. (C) Top view schematic of the bioreactor with cells in culture. (D) Top view photograph of the
polydimethylsiloxane bioreactor final product. Support brackets on each side attach to Luer fittings and hold guide wires leading to the perfusion channels within the
tumor matrix.
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generated using WT UMC-11 and NCI-H727 lines as these lines
are among the best characterized as typical carcinoid, the most
common type of well-differentiated bronchopulmonary NET.
WI-38 (human pulmonary fibroblast cell line), and HEK-293T
(human embryonic kidney cells) were used as non-cancerous
control lines. Transgenic BON-1, MZ-CRC-1, and TT cells were
transfected with luciferase as previously described (26).
Transgenic TT cells were likewise transfected with RFP. The
BON-1 cell line was generously provided by Dr. Mark Hellmich
(University of Texas, Galveston, TX). The QGP-1 cell line was
obtained from Accegen (ABC-TC0918; Fairfield, NJ). Notably,
despite the BON-1 line not being commercially available, BON-1
and QGP-1 cells are the most commonly used GEP-NET cell
lines (27). All other cell lines were obtained from the American
Type Culture Collection. The authenticity of all cell lines was
validated with short tandem repeat profiling conducted by
the UAB Heflin Genomics Core. All cell lines used were
passaged under 15 times. BON-1, BON-1-Luc, MZ-Luc, and
MZ-CRC-1 cells were cultured with Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle’s Medium/F12 (DMEM, Corning) supplemented
with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, Atlanta Biologicals) and
20 mg/ml Penicillin/Streptomycin (P/S, MP Biologics). TT, TT-
Luc, and TT-RFP cells were cultured in Roswell Park Memorial
Medium (RPMI 1640, Thermo Fisher) supplemented with 16%
FBS and 1% P/S. N-Thyori, QGP, and UMC-11 cells were
cultured in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% FBS and
20 mg/ml P/S. NCI-H727 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640
supplemented with 10% FBS, 20 mg/ml P/S, 1% Sodium
Pyruvate (NaPyr, Thermo Fisher), 1% (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-
piperazineethanesulfonic acid buffer (HEPES, Thermo Fisher)
and 1% glucose. WI-38 cells were cultured with Minimum
Essential Medium- Eagle (Thermo Fisher) supplemented with
10% FBS, 1% NaPyr, and 1% Non-Essential Amino Acids
(NEAA, Thermo Fisher). HEK-293T cells were cultured in
DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 20 mg/ml P/S, and 1% L-
Glutamate (Thermo Fisher).

2.2 PDMS Bioreactor Fabrication
PDMS bioreactors were molded using the Sylgard 184 Silicone
Elastomer Kit (Dow) using a mold fabricated in-house by the
UAB machine shop. The Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer and
curing agent were mixed at a 10:1 ratio and this mixture was
poured into the bioreactor mold. The mold was then baked for
two hours at 80°C to cure the PDMS. PDMS bioreactors were
removed from the mold and glass coverslips were attached to the
top and bottom surfaces using freshly mixed PDMS to close the
central chamber, as previously described (Goliwas et al., 2017).
Once molded, each PDMS bioreactor measured 25 mm x 25 mm
x 10 mm, with the cell/ECM chamber being 10 mm x 6 mm x
8 mm (Figure 1). PDMS bioreactors were autoclaved at 115°C
for 15 minutes to sterilize before use.

2.3 Tissue-Engineered NET Model and
Perfused Surrogate Preparation
To generate bioengineered NET models in the bioreactor, we
used either patient-derived tumors (surrogates) or cell line
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derived mouse xenografts (constructs), respectively. All human
subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they
participated in the study. Human NETs were obtained after
approval by the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB)
Institutional Review Board (IRB) in accordance with all IRB/
institutional regulations (IRB-021212003). A detailed description
of patient demographic data, tumor site of origin, tumor grade,
Ki-67, and success rate of patient tumor growth in the bioreactor
is published elsewhere (28). Following resection, human
specimens were placed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and
transported on ice to the UAB Surgical Pathology Department
for necessary clinical evaluations. Sterile tissue was then
transported to the lab for processing. Xenografts were similarly
handled. All animal procedures were conducted in accordance
with UAB guidelines under Animal Project Number IACUC-
20422. Upon receipt of a tumor specimen, approximately 250 mg
of either human NETs or xenografts were then dissociated
through a tissue dissociation sieve (Sigma Aldrich, 280 mm
pores) and suspended in 70 mL of cell culture grade water. The
extracellular matrix (ECM) was generated by adding 328.2 mL
bovine type 1 collagen (BT1C, 9.6 mg/ml, Advanced Biomatrix),
45 mL 10X DMEM, 7.65 mL of sodium bicarbonate, and 450 mL
Growth Factor Reduced Matrigel Basement Membrane (BM,
Corning), comprising a 50/50 BT1C/Matrigel ECM as previously
described (20). The mixture was homogenized by gentle
pipetting, then injected via syringe into a PDMS bioreactor.
During injection, the bioreactor is perforated by five 400 mm
teflon coated wires located within an upstream wire guide
affixed to the support bracket, to facilitate formation of the
perfusion channels. Following ECM polymerization for 1 h,
the wires were removed, generating five microchannels
through the matrix. Bioreactors were then connected to a
micro-peristaltic pump (Cole Parmer) and a media reservoir
via Luer-fitted, peroxide-cured silicone tubing (Cole Parmer)
with inflow/outflow stopcocks as depicted elsewhere (21).
Surrogates/constructs were continuously perfused with 15 mL
medium (Phenol Red Free DMEM/F12 supplemented with 10%
FBS, Penicillin/Streptomycin) at a flow rate of 222 ml/min.
Bioreactors were incubated at 37°C with supplementation of
5% CO2 for 3 to 30 days based on experimental endpoint.
Culture media was changed every 3 days. Tubing and
stopcocks were cleaned with 0.5% chlorhexidine and 70%
EtOH before and after handling to prevent contamination.
Further information on the preparation of the bioreactor are
available in the Supplemental Data.

2.4 Non-Invasive Imaging
Following implantation, constructs containing murine TT-RFP
xenografts (Figures 4, 7) were imaged using an In Vivo Imaging
System (IVIS) Lumina (Perkin-Elmer; Ex: 540, Em: 620).
Regions of interest (ROI’s) were drawn around surrogates/
constructs to measure luminescent or fluorescent signals.
Fluorescence was measured as total radiant efficiency: a
measure of photon flux from a source, normalized by exposure
time, area of emission, and solid angle of the photon detector
(sr), and defined as:
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Total Radiant Efficieny = photons=sð Þ= cm2
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Bioluminescence was measured as radiance: a measure of
photon flux from a source, defined as:

Radiance = photons=sð Þ= cm2

sr

� �� �

IVIS images were analyzed using the Living Image Software
Package (Perkin-Elmer). For luciferase-expressing cell line
xenografts, constructs were incubated at 37°C with 150 mM D-
Luciferin for 15 min prior to IVIS imaging. In experiments
utilizing the NIR dye IR-783, 20 mM IR-783 was injected directly
into the bioreactor for static incubation over 30 minutes (37°C,
5% CO2). After incubation, media was added to the reservoir
system for perfusion over a 3-day washout period before
imaging. Surrogates/constructs were imaged on day 3 after
implantation (Ex: 780, Em: 845). Re-incubation with IR-783
occurred after each imaging session (or before every media
change if surrogates/constructs were not being imaged) over
the duration of bioreactor growth. After re-incubation,
conditioned medium was perfused to flush channels for 1
hour, and media changed thereafter.

2.5 Treatment
Thailandepsin-A (TDP-A), a histone deacetylase inhibitor with
known anti-NET activity (29) was dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO). For evaluating the necessity of perfusion (Figure 6),
TDP-A was administered at various concentrations into media,
and culture wells filled to submerge the ECM. For monitoring
xenograft response to treatment (Figure 3), TDP-A was injected
into bioreactors upon media change, then perfused for the
duration of the experiments depicted. In the same experiment,
6gy radiation was applied using an X-ray irradiator (Kimtron
Inc.). In tumor constructs, the dose of TDP-A was increased 5x
from the IC50 to account for the increased tissue volume and
media perfusion (20, 29).

2.6 Histologic Analysis
Bioreactors were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 24 h
before tumor matrices were excised from the PDMS molds,
placed into cassettes, and submerged in 70% ethanol for 24 h
prior to paraffin embedding. Paraffin-embedded specimens were
sectioned and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) before
assessment by a pathologist for interpretation and quality
assurance (Figures 2, 3, 8). For immunohistochemical staining
(Figures 8, 9), sections were re-hydrated using xylene and serial
washes with decreasing concentrations of ethanol in deionized
water. Slides were immersed in citrate buffer (pH 6, BioGenex)
and placed into a pressure cooker for 10 min for antigen retrieval.
Slides assessing the retention of NETs in the bioreactors were
stained for Chromogranin A (CgA; Invitrogen Cat# MA5-14536)
at a 1:100 dilution. Endothelial cells were identified using ETS-
related gene (ERG; Abcam Cat # ab133264) at a 1:250 dilution.
Lymphocytes were identified using an anti-CD45 antibody
(Abcam Cat# ab10558) at a (1:100) dilution. Macrophages
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 4
were identified using an anti-CD68 antibody (Abcam
Cat#125212) at a 1:500 dilution. All sections were incubated
with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C and an anti-rabbit
biotinylated secondary antibody (Pierce goat anti-rabbit IgG,
#31820) for one hour at room temperature. Slides were then
stained with DAB chromogen (Dako Liquid DAB+ substrate
K3468) and counterstained with hematoxylin.

2.7 Confocal Microscopy
NET (MZ-CRC-1, TT, BON-1, QGP-1) and non-cancerous cell
lines (HEK-293T, WI-38) were plated on culture slides
(Millipore) coated with fibronectin (Sigma Aldrich) and
cultured for 48 h at 37°C. Cells were then incubated with
20 mM IR-783 for 30 min at 37°C, washed twice with PBS, and
fixed with 10% formalin for 45 min at 4°C. Coverslips were
mounted using Prolong-Gold w/DAPI (Invitrogen) and cured
for 24 hours prior to imaging. Images were acquired using
a Nikon A1 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM)
with an Indocyanine Green filter cube and 633nm excitation
laser (Figure 4).

2.8 Imaging Flow Cytometry (Imagestream)
NET (MZ-CRC-1, TT, NCI-H727, UMC-11, BON-1, QGP-1)
and non-cancerous cell lines (HEK-293T) were incubated
in 5 mL of 20 mM IR-783 & 10 mM Hoechst 33342 for 30 min
at 37°C, then washed twice with PBS. They were then fixed
with 10% formalin for 45 min at 4°C before resuspension
in 50 mL PBS. Single cell images were then obtained with
an Amnis Imagestream XMII (Figure 4). Fluorescent
intensities were then analyzed using appropriate statistical
analyses in SPSS Statistics v. 25 (IBM) and GraphPad Prism
v. 8 (GraphPad Software).

2.9 Evaluating the Utility of IR-783
BON-1-Luc cells were injected subcutaneously into athymic Nu/
Nu mice and a tumor grown over a period of 7 weeks. 100 mL of
90 mM D-Luciferin was injected intraperitoneally and imaging
conducted via IVIS to determine the location of actively growing,
viable cells. The growing portion was subsequently resected and
implanted into the bioreactor system. 20 mM IR-783 was added
to the medium (DMEM+Pen/Strep+FBS) initially and at each
media change. Images were acquired post-incubation with IR-
783, and after 15 min of incubation with 150 mM D-Luciferin at
3, 9, 12, 16, and 20 days of culture (Figure 5).

2.10 Propagation
After an initial growth period, bioreactors were prepared
with 70% ethanol and placed onto a sterile field. The coverslip
was pried from the scaffold and the tumor matrices sterilely
excised from the bioreactors. Tumor matrices were passed
through a tissue dissociation sieve as above (Section 2.3) and
culture media added. Mixtures were then centrifuged at 1500rpm
for 5 minutes. The pellet was mixed with a 50/50 mixture of
BT1C and BM, 10x DMEM, sodium bicarbonate, and cell culture
grade water before implantation into a new bioreactor as
described above.
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2.11 Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables (i.e. total radiant efficiency, radiance) were
evaluated for normality and homogeneity of variance between
groups using Shapiro-Wilk and Levene’s tests. Two-way
ANOVA and two-way repeated measures ANOVA were used
to evaluate differences between groups/conditions where
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 5
appropriate (Figures 2, 6). Where normality was violated, the
Kruskal-Wallis test was used (Figure 4B). Ordinary least squares
linear regression and Spearman correlation was used to evaluate
the relationship between fluorescent and bioluminescent
intensities (Figure 5). All statistical analyses were performed in
SPSS v. 26 and GraphPad Prism v. 8.
A B

C

FIGURE 2 | Optimization of ECM composition. (A) A medullary thyroid cancer (TT) cell line stably transfected with RFP grew optimally in 25/75 and 50/50 ECM
composition, as depicted by IVIS imaging. All other experiments were performed utilizing the 50/50 ECM composition. (B) Following three days’ culture, total radiant
efficiency was comparable in membrane compositions of 25% BT1C/75% BM and 50% BT1C/50% BM. (C) H&E stained histologic section from 50/50 composition
surrogate matrix following 3 days’ culture (400x), depicting survival and epithelioid clustering of NET cells. "*" indicates significance at p < 0.05.
A B

D

E

C

FIGURE 3 | NET responses to anti-cancer therapeutics can be detected within the bioreactor. (A, B) MZ-Luc and (C, D) TT- Luc cells (5x106 cells) were injected into
nude mice and established for 2 weeks. Tumors were then implanted into the bioreactors for therapeutic testing. (B) A time-dependent decrease in bioluminescence
signal of and MZ-Luc surrogate perfused with a 30nM dose of TDP-A showed a decrease from days 2 to 5 compared to DMSO control. (D) A similar result was
detected in TT-Luc xenografts treated with either a 25 nM dose of TDP-A or a one-time radiation dose of 6 gy. (E) Sections of TT-Luc surrogates at day 5 depict
decreased cell density and size in treated surrogates.
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3 RESULTS

3.1 Bioreactor Design and Optimization of
ECM Composition for Surrogate Growth
The bioreactor system consists of a PDMS scaffold facilitating
optically clear imaging through coverslips mounted on the top
and bottom surfaces (Figure 1) and non-invasive monitoring of
tumor cells. The central chamber of the scaffold houses the
tumor surrogate matrix (Figure 1A), which is perforated by five
microchannels through which media is perfused (Figures 1B, C).
The scaffold is bracketed on either side for stabilization and
connection to inflow and outflow stopcocks routing to a
peristaltic pump (Figure 1D). The perfused matrix within the
bioreactor is comprised of a growth factor reduced Matrigel
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 6
Basement Membrane (BM) and bovine type 1 collagen (BT1C)
mixture. BM was used primarily for its composition and physical
properties. Its most abundant components, collagen IV and
laminin, are the most abundant molecules in the ECM of the
pancreatic islets (30, 31). BM also contributes stiffness to such
hydrogel matrices, which is necessary to allow the ECM within
the bioreactor to withstand the pressures of fluid flow (32).
Additionally, Matrigel has been shown to facilitate
proliferation and invasion of cancer cells in culture models
(33). Growth factor reduced BM was chosen to minimize the
dose of exogenous growth factors known to be present in
Matrigel, which is significantly reduced compared to its
standard formulation (31). However, to avoid possible
confounding due to lot-to-lot variations, Matrigel lots were not
A

B

C

FIGURE 4 | Single cell uptake of IR-783 is higher in NET cell lines than non-cancerous cell lines. (A) Confocal microscopy of human NET cell lines (BON-1, QGP-1,
MZ-CRC-1, TT) and non-cancerous control cell lines (HEK-293T, WI-38) incubated with IR-783 (center) and stained with DAPI (left) demonstrated higher uptake of
IR-783 in NET cells. IR-783 and DAPI stains are overlaid to depict localizaiton of IR-783 within the cells (right). (B) Human NET cell lines (BON-1, QGP-1, MZ-CRC-1,
TT, UMC-11, NCI-H727) and non-cancerous controls cells (HEK-293T) were incubated with IR-783 and imaging flow cytometry was performed. (C) NET cell lines
exhibited significantly higher median pixel intensities than non-cancerous cells (MZ=103.1, QGP-1 = 63.7, NCI-H727 = 50.6, BON-1 = 30.3, UMC-11 = 22.7,
TT=73.6, and HEK-293T=11.9; p = <0.001). NET cells also exhibited higher mean maximum pixel intensity (237) than non-cancerous control cells (99) (p = <0.001).
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intermixed within experiments. Type 1 collagen was chosen to
augment the Matrigel ECM as it is highly secreted by pancreatic
stellate cells, resident fibroblasts of both the endocrine and
exocrine pancreas that are known to become cancer-associated
fibroblasts and act as the primary drivers of fibrosis in pancreatic
adenocarcinoma (34–36). Similarly, the desmoplastic reaction
occurring in ~80% of medullary thyroid cancers is largely
comprised of type 1 collagen, and the ECM of the lung is
predominated by types I and II collagen (37–39). Additionally,
the culture medium of BON-1 cells (pancreatic NET cell line)
contained all 3 mammalian types of TGF‐b, and induces
proliferation of mouse fibroblasts (40). As TGF-b is known to
stimulate collagen synthesis (41), it is possible that it facilitates
expansion of NET cells in their environment through stimulating
production of key matrix elements such as type 1 collagen (42,
43). Based on this host of findings, type 1 collagen was chosen to
provide further structure to the surrogate ECM. To empirically
determine the ECM concentrations of BM and BT1C most
conducive to surrogate growth, dose-response studies were
conducted using TT cells (medullary thyroid cancer) stably
transfected with red fluorescent protein (TT-RFP)
(Figures 2A, B). After three days, total radiant efficiency was
similar in compositions of 25% BT1C/75% BM and 50% BT1C/
50% BM. Given the negligible difference in proliferation
observed between these two configurations, ECM composition
of 50% BT1C/50% BM were considered optimal and used in all
other experiments. The presence of NET cells was verified
histologically by sectioning and hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
staining of the fixed surrogate matrix composed of 50% BT1C/
50% BM, depicting survival and epithelioid clustering of NET
cells (Figure 2C).
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 7
3.2 Evaluating the Necessity of Perfusion
A key feature of the bioreactor model is the employment of a
peristaltic pump to continuously perfuse nutrient medium
through microchannels penetrating the surrogate volume,
promoting cellular growth through nutrient recirculation and
mechanical stimulation. The necessity of perfusion in culturing
NETs within an ECM was evaluated using TT stably transfected
with luciferase (TT-Luc) subcutaneously injected into athymic
Nu/Nu mice. Tumors were harvested after three weeks and
admixed within the earlier described optimal ECM during
preparation in triplicate. These 3D cultures were then treated
for 24 h with varied doses of thailandepsin A (TDP-A), a histone
deacetylase inhibitor and potent NET growth inhibitor (29, 44).
TDP-A doses ranged from 0-24 nM (IC50 = 6 nM in TT 2D
cultures). Media was changed daily. Images were acquired at
baseline, 2, and 5 days of culture (Figures 6A, B). While NET
cell density as determined by bioluminescence expectedly
decreased in treated cultures over time, similar decreases in
bioluminescence were observed in the control cultures receiving
DMSO alone, albeit to a lesser degree. The high rate of cell death
within this culture environment despite absence of treatment
supports that survival of NET cells within the ECM is greatly
improved with media perfusion through the surrogate volume, as
evidenced by the proliferation of TT-Luc control cells in Figure 3.
These results align with previous evaluations of this model using a
breast cancer/fibroblast co-culture (45).

3.3 Monitoring Proliferation and
Therapeutic Efficacy in NET Constructs
To be a valid representation of NET phenotypes, surrogate
imaging must be non-invasive and accurate. In accordance
A B

C

FIGURE 5 | Similar trends in the intensity of Luciferase and IR-783 imaging measurements in BON-1 xenografts. (A) BON-LUC cells were subcutaneously injected
into Nu-Nu mice, tumors grown, excised, and implanted into bioreactors. (B) Radiant signal obtained post luciferin and IR-783 administration was quantified via IVIS
over the course of 20 days. (C) Goodness of fit to trendline was evaluated using simple linear regression (R2 = 0.96 and 0.31 for Luciferase and IR-783% change
respectively). A strong positive Spearman correlation (rs= 0.77) approached but did not achieve statistical significance (p= 0.051).
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with this, the bioreactor’s design permits the use of imaging-
based growth monitoring techniques. Hence, the capability to
detect the proliferation of NET cells within the bioreactors was
evaluated using a murine xenograft comprised of TT-RFP cells
(Figure 7A). The tumor was implanted into a bioreactor and
imaged over 14 days. A 10-fold linear increase in RFP signal was
observed over the culture period, indicating surrogate growth in
agreement with previous studies of the bioreactor system on
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 8
breast cancer, lung cancer, and NETs (Figure 7B) (20, 21,
28, 45).

An important utility of the bioreactor system is evaluating the
efficacy of therapeutics on NETs. This was demonstrated using
MZ-CRC-1 (medullary thyroid cancer) and TT cells stably
transfected with luciferase (MZ-Luc, TT-Luc) in murine
xenografts generated as described above. Cell line xenografts
were subjected to either a single dose of radiation (TT-Luc only),
A B

FIGURE 6 | NET cells within ECM require perfusion for survival. (A) Cells from a TT-Luc xenograft were suspended in ECM and plated for culture without perfusion
in triplicate. Cells were then treated with varying concentrations of TDP-A (0-24nM) or vehicle control (DMSO). Proliferation of TT-Luc cells over time was determined
by luciferase activity. (B) Graphical display of a dose-dependent decrease in cell viability after TDP-A treatment. Wells treated with vehicle control had significantly
higher radiance compared to all TDP-A doses over 3nM at all timepoints, but still exhibited a significant decrease in viability over the course of the experiment.
“*” indicates significance at p < 0.05.
A

B

FIGURE 7 | Growth of NET cell lines within the bioreactor system can be observed using spectral reporters. (A) IVIS imaging of surrogates containing TT-RFP cells
at days 0, 7, and 14. (B) Region of interest measurement of fluorescent signals shows an increase between days 0 and 14.
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or 5x their respective IC50 of TDP-A in 2D culture. The IC50 was
increased as such to account for the circulation of growth media, as
previously described (20). MZ-Luc constructs were exposed to 30
nM of TDP-A or DMSO as control, and imaging was performed on
days 2 and 5 (Figure 3A). Bioluminescence at endpoint was 103
and 28% of the baseline measurement (day 2) in the control and
treated MZ-Luc constructs, respectively (Figure 3B). To verify
these results, TT-Luc constructs were exposed to 25 nM TDP-A, a
one-time radiation dose of 6gy, or DMSO, and images were
acquired at days 2 and 5 (Figure 3C). Bioluminescence at
endpoint was 180% of baseline measurement (day 2) in the
control, compared to 86% in both the TDP-A and radiation
treated TT-Luc constructs (Figure 3D). Following imaging, TT-
Luc constructs were fixed and processed for histologic evaluation.
H&E staining confirmed a decrease in cellularity in the treated
constructs compared to controls (Figure 3E).

3.4 Non-Invasive Growth Monitoring
With IR-783
The prior experiments demonstrated that the bioreactor system
can effectively allow growth of NET constructs for therapeutic
response evaluations. However, while non-invasive fluorescent
and bioluminescent imaging can be used to monitor tumor
surrogates generated from cell lines, these methods cannot be
employed to study patient-derived NETs; additionally, the
introduction of such reporter genes has a myriad of
limitations. First, this would require successful long-term
culture of these neoplasms- a goal that is yet to be
reproducibly achieved. Further, assuming successful culture
and marker introduction, selection for marker expression
would necessarily alter the composition and heterogeneity of
the surrogate from the tumor in situ, conferring similar
limitations to those faced with cell lines. An ideal reporter
would be well-characterized, lack toxicity, and not rely on
genomic insertion to be useful. Therefore, the utility of IR-783
was evaluated for its capability to indicate tumor status within
the bioreactor system. Fluorescent dyes in the NIR excitability
spectrum are promising imaging agents, as they exhibit minimal
autofluorescence and display increased fluorescence once bound
to intracellular macromolecules because of their rigidization
(46). While traditional NIR dyes require chemical conjugation
to target cancer cells specifically, IR-783 (Ex: 783 nm; Em: 845
nm) is an organic heptamethine cyanine NIR fluorescent dye
internalized specifically into various types of cancer cells via
increased expression of proteins from the organic anion
transporter protein (OATP) family (47). As the affinity of IR-
783 for NETs has not been illustrated, it was necessary to confirm
that IR-783 would indeed be internalized avidly by NET cells.
Additionally, the presence of normal stroma and inflammatory
cells, known to comprise portions of tumor tissues, could
potentially lead to disparities in fluorescent imaging results by
interacting with IR-783 within the surrogate volume. Therefore,
differences in the uptake of IR-783 between non-cancerous and
NET cells were evaluated to determine the possible effects the
presence of non-cancerous cells within the surrogate may have
on fluorescent imaging studies. Single-cell internalization of the
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 9
dye was first assessed in non-cancerous and NET cell lines with a
CLSM. As reported previously (47), CLSM images with
standardized fluorescent parameters exhibited a substantially
higher degree of IR-783 retention in NET cells [TT, MZ-CRC-
1, QGP-1(pancreatic NET line), and BON-1] as opposed to non-
cancerous cells [HEK-293T (human embryonic kidney line) and
WI-38 (fibroblast line); Figure 4A]. To quantify single cell
uptake, NET cell lines and non-cancerous cells were analyzed
via imaging flow cytometry (Figure 4B). The number of cells
analyzed per cell line were: QGP-1 = 15,000; BON-1 = 6,000;
TT=2,700; MZ-CRC-1 = 12,000; UMC-1 (pulmonary NET line)
= 1,150; NCI-H727 (pulmonary NET line)=1,200; and HEK-
293T=12,000. The median pixel intensity within IR-783 spectral
emission wavelengths was 52 counts in NET cells and 30 in non-
cancerous cells (p = <0.001). Individual cell line medians were
the following: MZ=103.1, QGP=63.7, H727 = 50.6, BON=30.3,
UMC=22.7, TT=13.6, and HEK=11.9 (p = <0.001). The mean
maximum pixel intensity was 237 counts in NET cells and 99 in
non-cancerous cells (p = <0.001; Figure 4C).

To draw meaningful conclusions on the trend of a tumor
surrogate’s growth or the efficacy of therapeutic agents on the
surrogate based on IR-783 uptake, the accuracy of those
measurements for the changes in the number of NET cells via
cell proliferation or death in culture needs evaluation. In addition,
reliably tracking the changes in the number of viable NET cells
within the bioreactor system using IR-783 requires that a
correlation exists between cell number in the surrogates and the
radiant intensity upon imaging. It has been demonstrated by
other authors that bioluminescent imaging of cells stably
transfected with the luciferase gene yields a strong quantitative
correlation with cell number (48–50). Hence, a strong correlation
between bioluminescent signal and the radiant efficiency
measured upon imaging NET-Luc cells incubated with IR-783
would provide sufficient grounds for the utility of IR-783 to infer
the changes in NET cell number. To evaluate this correlation,
BON-1-Luc xenograft tumors were implanted into the bioreactor
system to generate tumor constructs. The bioreactors were
perfused with IR-783 as described above, and both fluorescent
and bioluminescent images were acquired concurrently at days 3,
9, 12, 16, and 20 using an IVIS (Figure 5). Because of the differing
nature of the assays, raw comparisons of photon emission data
were dissimilar. Therefore, data was normalized based on the
degree of change from the previous measurements using each
assay. Fit of trendlines was evaluated using simple linear
regression (R2 = 0.96 and 0.31 for luciferase and IR-783 percent
change, respectively). A strong positive Spearman correlation (rs
= 0.77) approached but did not achieve statistical significance (p =
0.051; Figure 5C).

3.5 Histologic Analysis of Patient-Derived
Surrogates
3.5.1 Retention of NET Cells
While we have demonstrated that increased radiant efficiency
upon imaging with IR-783 is supportive of NET in the
bioreactor, this has not been confirmed using patient-derived
NETs. Therefore, the proliferation of patient-derived NETs
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within the bioreactor was confirmed by acquiring histological
sections of surrogate matrix derived from a primary human
pancreatic NET (Figure 8A). Sections of the tumor were
acquired before implantation, and equal volumes of tissue were
implanted into three bioreactors. Surrogates were fixed at days 0,
3, and 9. IR-783 images of the surrogate fixed at day 9 depicted a
41% increase in average radiant efficiency from day 3
(Figure 8B). Fixed surrogate matrices were sectioned and
stained with H&E, depicting increases in cell density during
the culture period (Figure 8C). Interestingly, sections from these
surrogates stained positively for CD45, depicting retention of
host lymphocytes within the surrogate (Figure 8D). This
indicates that immune interactions with NETs could also be
studied with this model.

3.5.2 Retention of Tumor Stroma
Given that a strength of the bioreactor is theoretical retention of
stroma, retention of stromal populations was assessed using six
resected human GEP-NETs. Two of these specimens were split
into two separate bioreactors for this experiment, yielding eight
bioreactor specimens total. Specimens were acquired and
implanted per the methods and cultured to multiple endpoints
based on experimental needs. Specimen endpoints ranged from
6-30 days. At endpoints, specimens were fixed, paraffin-
embedded, and sectioned. Sections were stained with four
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 10
antibodies targeting cell populations of interest (Figure 9).
Sections from 8/8 bioreactors stained positively for CgA, ERG,
and CD45. CD68 staining was positive in sections from 7/8
bioreactors, with the exception being a specimen with an
endpoint of six days. While these results demonstrate the
presence of endothelial cells, lymphocytes, and macrophages
from the primary tumor interspersed with the tumor cells
within the bioreactors, no discernable endothelial buds
were noted.

3.6 Extended Growth and Propagation
While the bioreactor system allows for the culture of primary
human NETs, a key goal of the model is to culture NETs long-
term. As NETs are often slow-growing, extended observation
periods are required to discern significant changes, particularly if
studying the response of NETs to cytotoxic therapies (51). In this
experiment, a patient-derived pancreatic NET was implanted
into the bioreactor. To monitor growth during culture, 20 mM
IR-783 was added to the medium. The tumor surrogate was
grown for 21 days before cells were harvested from the matrix
and transplanted into another bioreactor to propagate it
(Figure 10A). Analysis of radiant efficiency depicted continued
proliferation of the human NET surrogate after propagation for
additional 9 days (Figure 10B). This suggests that patient-
derived NET surrogates are viable through propagation,
A B

D

C

FIGURE 8 | Growth of patient-derived NET surrogates is detectable using IR-783 and is consistent with increased density of NET cells histologically. (A) A human
pancreatic NET was implanted into 3 separate bioreactors fixed at days 0, 3, and 9. (B) IVIS fluorescence imaging of the surrogate fixed at day 9 was performed on
days 0, 3, and 9. Region of interest measurement of fluorescent signals depict a 41% increase in average radiant efficiency between days 3 and 9. (C)
Photomicrographs of H&E stained histologic sections from the primary tumor and its surrogates following 0, 3 and 9 days in culture were acquired. Histological
sections of surrogates depict epithelial clustering characteristic of NETs and increasing cell density from 0 to 9 days. (D) CD45 immunostaining of the bioreactors
depicted in (B) identifies the retention of host immune cells within the proliferating tissue matrix.
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conferring that this system may allow for the culture of primary
human NETs beyond the timeframe allowable by traditional cell
culture methods (52, 53).
4 DISCUSSION

In this study, we have determined that a composition of 50%
BT1C and 50% BM facilitates growth of xenograft derived NETs
in the bioreactor system to a greater degree than lower
proportions of BM, and the same composition was used later
to grow patient-derived NETs. We further determined that
perfusion is necessary for NETs to proliferate within the ECM,
and that proliferation of NET cells can be observed within the
bioreactor system. Additionally, using NET xenografts, we
demonstrated the ability to monitor a therapeutic response
within the bioreactor system temporally. In order to evaluate
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 11
the growth of patient-derived NETs within the bioreactor, we
tested the difference in IR-783 uptake among NETs and non-
cancerous cell lines, determining that uptake and retention of IR-
783 is higher in NETs than non-cancerous cells. We then
evaluated the trend and correlation between paired
measurements using IR-783 and luciferase. While the trends
between the two datasets were similar, and a strong positive
correlation between them approached statistical significance,
these data are insufficient to support a correlation between
these two modalities. We then used IR-783 to monitor the
growth of patient-derived pancreatic NET samples in the
bioreactor, and histologically confirmed survival of NET cells,
endothelia, lymphocytes, and macrophages within the bioreactor
out to 29 days. Lastly, we demonstrated that patient-derived
NETs can be propagated into subsequent bioreactors, indicating
the potential for NETs to be cultured long-term within the
bioreactor system.
FIGURE 9 | The bioreactor system retains key stromal populations over time. Six human NETs were implanted into multiple bioreactors. Each bioreactor was
cultured to multiple endpoints based on experimental need or mechanical compromise. Sections of endpoint samples were stained with four different antibodies,
depicting retention of NET and stromal cells over the culture period. Panels depicted are representative histological images of the surrogate matrices.
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Given the scarcity of methods to effectively culture and study
primary NETs, the scope of the current literature on NETs is
largely limited either to studies that can be performed
immediately after resection or to experiments performed on
cell lines. This narrow scope limits what can be learned about
NET physiology and treatment. This obstacle is illustrated in the
National Cancer Institute (NCI) goal to develop patient-derived
xenografts (PDXs) as replacements for the NCI-60, a repository
of 60 human cancer cell lines distributed for research (54). While
PDXs are invaluable tools for studying tumor biology, attempts
to establish them as models of NETs have been difficult (14, 55,
56). However, although few attempts have been made, PDX
models in zebrafish have had a much higher success rate
compared to attempts in mammalian organisms (57). The
most notable study was performed by Gaudenzi et. al., wherein
two GEP-NET metastases and four pituitary NETs were
successfully xenografted into zebrafish embryos (58). Zebrafish
models have a number of distinct advantages to the bioreactor
system. Like murine xenografts, the organ systems, intact
neuroendocrine system, and blood supply of zebrafish allow
studies of metastasis and the systemic effects of neuroendocrine
tumors. The rapid growth rate, transparent nature of zebrafish
embryos, and availability of fluorescence-expressing zebrafish
lines allow rapid and accessible study of NET migration in vivo
with imaging techniques. Zebrafish PDX’s also have the benefit
of requiring few NET cells (approximately 100 per embryo).
However, they also come with disadvantages. Given that the
optimal environmental temperature for zebrafish is 28°C,
zebrafish PDX’s of NETs have been kept at 32°C as a compromise.
While there may be short temperature fluctuations while
handling the bioreactors for imaging, it is unknown what
effects this lower temperature may have on NET metabolism
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 12
and activity. Furthermore, tumors in zebrafish PDX’s have also
been dissociated and sorted to enrich for NET cells in published
studies, potentially losing key elements of the tumor stroma that
are preserved in the bioreactor model. Lastly, the distinct
microenvironment in zebrafish may affect patient derived
NETs in ways that are not as well-characterized as those in
mammalian model organisms.

Due to the difficulty of establishing PDXs as NET models, the
necessity of cell lines becomes apparent. However, the relative
dearth of NET cell lines diminishes the translational relevance of
studies that employ them by decreasing the variety of specimens
per disease that may be studied. Today’s array of NET cell lines
includes approximately 23 that have been well-validated (59),
compared to upwards of 200 used to study prostate cancer alone,
for example (60). Even fewer of these are publicly available.
Solving this problem by generating novel NET cell lines has also
proven difficult. Many cell lines previously thought validated as
NETs were discovered to either lack neuroendocrine
characteristics (61, 62), have differentiated into radically
different phenotypes, or have undergone senescence over the
course of many passages (63). Furthermore, recent investigations
into the genomic profiles of commonly used NET cell lines
reveals atypical mutations, uncharacteristically rapid growth
rates, and abnormal expression levels of cell surface markers
common to NETs (63–65), indicating that these cell lines may
not be entirely representative models of NET biology. By
facilitating the effective culture of primary NET cells from
patients, the bioreactor model could potentially mitigate a
number of these issues.

Another method of modeling NETs is the use of organoids,
which are three-dimensional cultures purposed to resemble a
given organ in its morphology and characteristics. Organoids are
A

B

FIGURE 10 | Human NET surrogates can be propagated in the bioreactor for long-term growth. (A) A human pNET was implanted into the bioreactor system and
propagated successfully after 21 days of growth. The surrogate was terminated and fixed 9 days after propagation. (B) Quantitation of radiant efficiency data during
the culture period.
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often generated using stem cells from tissues of interest and a BM
matrix, similar to the bioreactor model (56). Organoids have also
been shown to remain genetically stable over years of passage
and have been successfully used to study a multitude of cancers
(66). Recently, methods to generate NET organoids have been
successful using 2 cases of colorectal neuroendocrine carcinoma
and 16 cases of pancreatic NET, portending successful models in
the future (67, 68). However, these organoid models lack the
tumor stroma, and of the organoid models of NETs that exist,
most include a cell sorting step and consequently ignore this
integral element of the tumor microenvironment. One such
recent study established 25 lines of gastroenteropancreatic
neuroendocrine neoplasms from patient samples, conducting a
comprehensive genomic characterization of the organoids (69).
However, all of the organoids successfully generated in this study
were high-grade (Grade 3) NETs, or poorly differentiated
neuroendocrine carcinomas, which represent a small minority
of cases. Other promising techniques have recently been used to
successfully generate organoids of well-differentiated small bowel
NETs that likely include elements of the tumor stroma, which
may prove useful as NET models in the future (70). Similar to
organoids, the bioreactor permits extended growth of primary
human tumor cells and provides a method by which relatively
small tissue volumes can be utilized to establish multiple
tumor surrogates. Multiple bioreactors also allow for the
simultaneous analysis of different therapeutic interventions and
phenotypic responses in cases where sufficient NET tissue can be
obtained, such as in surgical debulking. Importantly, the
bioreactor also retains key components of the tumor immune
microenvironment, including lymphocytes and macrophages,
which are known to influence the prognosis and progression of
NETs (71). As such, this system may prove useful to model the
behavior and interactions of these cells with NET cells in a
dynamic tumor-like environment. Notably, the immune
compartment within the bioreactor will likely shrink over time
due to the absence of lymphatic germinal centers, and any T cells
present in the bioreactor will likely develop an exhausted
phenotype if they are not already exhausted upon implantation
(72). Despite this, the bioreactor may prove useful in studying
the acute response of a patient’s tumor to immunotherapies or
the re-introduction of engineered lymphocytes (72).

While cells that express bioluminescent or fluorescent
molecules are more easily and accurately monitored with
imaging, dyes such as IR-783 that are retained in cancer cells
are optimal for patient-derived tissues. However, a limitation of
the studies herein are the properties of IR-783. As the dye is
internalized via the organic anion transporter (OAT), the rationale
for the specificity of high IR-783 retention in cancer cells is based
on studies highlighting differences in the type and number of
OATs expressed between cancerous and non-cancerous cells (73–
76). While the preferential uptake of IR-783 in cancer cells has
been reliably observed (47), IR-783 is internalized in tissue types
highly expressing OATs, including the renal proximal tubule,
hepatic parenchyma, and choroid plexus (77, 78). Notably, our
studies show IR-783 uptake in the non-cancerous HEK-293T and
WI-38 lines. Unpublished data have also revealed IR-783 retention
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within pancreatic islets. However, as illustrated in Figure 4, the
degree of uptake was vastly lower in these non-cancerous cells.
Additionally, this work also highlights that inherent differences
exist between the bioluminescent signal elicited from luciferase-
expressing cells, and the fluorescent signal observed in those same
cells after incubation with IR-783. This difference exists
understandably, as fluorescence using IR-783 is dependent upon
the activity and abundance of OAT proteins in cancer cells, while
the activity of luciferase depends upon the presence of oxygen,
magnesium, and ATP (79).

A key limitation of this work is the low number of biological
replicates. This was partly due to the rarity of feasibly resectable
human NETs; but was ultimately due to the volume of tissue used
to generate each surrogate. While 250 mg of tissue was used per
bioreactor, experiments were not performed to determine a
minimum tissue volume necessary for generating a viable tumor
surrogate in this model. Rather, smaller volumes of tissue had been
used in previous versions of the bioreactor. These models suffered
from a number of deficiencies, one of them being the propensity
for the perfusion channels to collapse. Collapse of these channels
often occurred in succession, with the resultant increase in
pressure pulling away the tissue’s adhesions to the inner
chamber and causing washout of the specimen through the
media outflow. Increasing the surface area of the matrix
chamber, and hence the amount of tissue necessary, was found
to decrease the incidence of channel collapse and preserved of the
structural integrity of the specimen. Related to this, it is also
necessary to carefully monitor the bioreactor for mechanical
compromise or media leakage, particularly for the time period
immediately following activation of the flow-perfusion pump.
This, along with careful sterile technique and routine cleaning of
the tubing and external bioreactor components with 0.5%
chlorhexidine solution and 70% ethanol prevented
contamination. Furthermore, the use of GFR Matrigel in the
tumor matrix within the bioreactor is a limitation. GFR Matrigel
undergoes specific iterative exclusion for various growth factors,
followed by ammonium sulfate precipitation, size-exclusion
chromatography, and SDS-PAGE. As a result, it contains a
relatively low abundance of growth factors compared to the
unmodified variety (31). This process enriches the formulation
for matrix structural proteins, but nonetheless retains a level of
growth factors and other signaling molecules that may influence
the cellular behavior (growth, therapeutic response,
immunogenicity) within the bioreactor. Matrigel does afford a
relatively high level of stiffness that facilitated the perfusion of the
tumor matrix in this model. Furthermore, while optimization of
conditions is necessary for any 3D culture matrix, optimizing
alternatives to Matrigel such as synthetic scaffolds can be costly
and time-consuming. Additionally, methods for the appropriate
arrangement or cross-linking of synthetic scaffolds often requires
specialized equipment or chemical alterations that mandate cells
be inoculated into a pre-formedmatrix, rather than homogenously
mixed (80, 81). This trade-off may be particularly impactful in the
case of slow-growing cell populations such as those of
neuroendocrine cancers. These tradeoffs are largely responsible
for Matrigel’s continued popularity in cancer research particularly,
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although advances in synthetic scaffolds will likely replaceMatrigel
in the future (81, 82). Among the trade-offs of using Matrigel is
the nature of its biological derivation. As it is harvested from
the murine Englebreth-Holm-Swarm sarcoma cells, there is the
possibility of lot-to-lot variations in its composition that has been
demonstrated in some studies (81, 83). While we attempted to
mitigate the influence this may have on our work by not
intermixing lots, this variation is an obstacle to precise control
of the environmental conditions within the bioreactor’s
tumor matrix.

Herein, we have demonstrated that the bioreactor system may
be effectively used for an array of applications in NETs. The
persistence of a heterogeneous NET and stromal population
within the system provides a unique advantage over other culture
models that may improve the translational relevance of
preclinical studies. Given the ability to propagate NETs within
the bioreactor, it may also be useful as a tool for long-term
growth of well-differentiated NETs, which has proven
challenging in the past. Further characterization of NETs
grown over long durations within the system will be essential
for understanding the breadth of applications the bioreactor and
similar systems are suited for.
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